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Noun singular or plural form

Conteúdo Adjectives and Adverbs for Adjectives Adjectives Are equally difficult only Hard Long Same, similar, identical adjectives and adverbs general adverbs comparative and superior adverbs adverbs of adverbs to the degree of adverbs for place and movement abroad Far and away from back inside near near near nearby adverbs of time and frequency
Easily confused words above or after? Through, through or through? Advice or advice? Or an effect? All or all? All or all? Allow, allow, or allow? Almost or almost? Alone, lonely or lonely? Sideways or sideways? Are you still, or are you already? Also, as well as yes or also? Substitute(ly), alternative(ly) Although or still? Together or together? Size, number or
quantity? More or more? Anybody want anything? Except, or just? Stand up or stand up? Around or round? Aroused or bush? - Like or something? Because, for or after? Like, when or time? - yes, but isn't it? Should we start or start? Besides, besides? Between or between them? Born or born? Let's get, pick up and get Ken, can we or maybe? Classic or
classic? Come on or go? Should we think about it or think about it? Consist, compose or composite? Content or content? Different from, other than or different from? Should we do it or do it? Down, down or down? During or for? Anyone or anyone? East or East; North or north? Economic or economic? Efficient or effective? Elder, the eldest or older, the
oldest? Over or finishing? Especially, or special? Every one or all? Except it is or is it? Expect, hope or wait? Experience or experiment? Fall or fall? A long way or a long way? Farther, farther or farther, farther? Further (but not further) Fast, fast or fast? Did you fall or do you feel it? Female or female; man or man? Finally, finally, finally or finally? First, or at
first? - Fit or suit? Following or following? For or after? Forget it or leave? Full or complete? Fun or fun? Should we get out of here or should we go? Grateful or grateful? Should we hear or listen? Tall or tall? Historical or historical? At home or at home? How's...? or what is ... As? When or when? - What if or not? Sick or sick? Is it hinting or implying? On the
road or on the way? Or is it his? Late or late? Lie down or lie? Borrow or borrow? Less or less? Look, look or watch? Low or short? Man, humanity or people? Maybe, or maybe? Maybe, or maybe? Nearest or next? Never or not... Ever? Nice or cute? No doubt or no doubt? No, or not? These days, these days or today? Open or open? Opportunity or
opportunity? Against or in front of us? Others, others, others or others? From or from here? A permit or a permit? Man, people or people? Take or pick up? Play or play? Politics, politics, politics or politics? Price or reward? or principle? Quiet or completely? Rise up or stand up? Do you remember or do you remember? Right or right? Rob or steals? Say or
say? This or this? Sometimes or sometime? Sound or noise? Talk or talk? - What is this? There, theirs or are they? To or to? Wait or wait? Wake up or wake up? Is it worth it or is it worth it? Nouns, pronouns, and noun-defining determinants phrases proclaim each other, everyone, everyone, everything, everywhere No one, no one, nothing, Nowhere one
and pronouns Pronouns: indefinite (-body, -one, -something, -where) Pronouns: one, you, we, they Pronoun: personal (I, you, you, he, they, they, etc.) Pronouns: possess (mine, mine, yours, etc.) Pronouns: reflexive (myself, myself, etc.) Questions: question pronouns (what, who) Relative pronouns Someone, someone, somewhere that quantitative
measures less each or little enough, at least a little, a little, a little, a few, a few lots, much more, at most, most, mostly very, very, very, very, very, very, many, many of: quantitative measures No, nor many some and not many some and all words, Which and what is the question when who, who, who, who whole whose non-subst order mentoring equipment
Information Information Progress Things Time Prepositions and Particles Words , sentences and clauses for words, sentences and phrases As well as phrases such as ... As if and as long as as as (as) as comparing and contrasting conditional conditions and wishing to connect words and expressions questions and negative sentences relative clauses
communicate speech anyway and never with expectation, hope, think, etc. Highlighting and Downtoners Exclamations Hedges (just) Hyperbole features numbers Area: length, width, depth and height Number of people and places speaking types of English (formal, informal, etc.) useful phrases writing Verbs The most noun form plural by adding -s. Singular
ending in s, x, z, ch, sh makes plural by adding-s. A singular ending in a consonant, and then y does plural by dropping y and adding y. Irregular noun There are some irregular nouns in the plural. The most common are listed below. Some nouns have the same shape in the singular and plural. Irregular verb/noun agreement Some nouns have a multiple form,
but accept only a verb. The plural noun is used with the singular verb News News is at 6.30 p.m. Athletics is good for young people. linguistics is the learning of the language. Darts Darts is a popular game in England. Billiards is played all over the world. Some nouns have a certain form of plural and adopt a plural verb. They are not used in the singular or
have different meanings in the singular. Nouns like this include: trousers, jeans, glasses, savings, thanks, steps, stairs, customs, congratulations, tropics, salaries, glasses, suburbs, merchandise, wits Multiple noun with verb verb pants My pants are too tight. jeans are black. are his. FOLLOW US ON EnglishHelper offers innovative, technology-based
solutions to help you improve your English skills. Our solutions are effective, convenient, affordable and fun to use. Our unique learning solutions can help in your English language - reading, listening, speaking, writing. With ReadToMe, our online English learning software, you can improve your English readings, proficiency, pronunciation, vocabulary and
conversation skills. You can learn English online - anytime, anywhere. WritingAssistant, our English writing software, can help you improve your writing skills by finding and correcting errors and leading you so that your writing improves over time. We also offer specialized and targeted English curricula for teachers and those who prepare for standardized
English tests, such as TOEFL. EnglishHelper works to make literacy for every child a reality around the world. Our unique English reading technology has been rolled out in schools in India and several other countries to enable children to improve their english reading and understanding skills. EnglishHelper products are used by learners around the world.
Our personalized programs enable these learners to learn at their pace and in their context. Copyright © EnglishHelper 2017 Conteúdo Adjectives and Adverbs for Adjectives and Adjectives Adjectives and Adverbs Fear Alike A Hard Long Same, similar, identical adjectives and adverbs phrases common adverbs comparative and superior adverbs of adverbs
for degree of adverb of place and movement abroad Far and away from Inside Nearby Outside nearby Adverbs and frequency Easily confused words above or above? Through, through or through? Advice or advice? Or an effect? All or all? All or all? Allow, allow, or allow? Almost or almost? Alone, lonely or lonely? Sideways or sideways? Are you still, or are
you already? Also, as well as yes or also? Substitute(ly), alternative(ly) Although or still? Together or together? Size, number or quantity? More or more? Anybody want anything? Except, or just? Stand up or stand up? Around or round? Aroused or bush? - Like or something? Because, for or after? Like, when or time? - yes, but isn't it? Should we start or
start? Besides, besides? Between or between them? Born or born? Let's get, pick up and get Ken, can we or maybe? Classic or classic? Come on or go? Should we think about it or think about it? Consist, compose or composite? Content or content? Different from, other than or different from? Should we do it or do it? Down, down or down? During or for?
Anyone or anyone? East or East; North or north? Economic or economic? Efficient or effective? Elder, the eldest or older, the oldest? Over or finishing? Especially, or special? Every one or all? Except it is or is it? Expect, hope or wait? Experience or experiment? Fall or fall? A long way or a long way? Farther, farther or farther, farther? Further (but not
further) Fast, fast or fast? Fell or fell Female or female; man or man? Finally, finally, finally or finally? First, or at first? - Fit or suit? Following or following? For or after? Forget it or leave? Full or complete? Fun or fun? Should we get out of here or should we go? Grateful or grateful? Should we hear or listen? Tall or tall? Historical or historical? At home or at
home? How's...? Is...? What is ... As? When or when? - What if or not? Sick or sick? Is it hinting or implying? On the road or on the way? Or is it his? Late or late? Lie down or lie? Borrow or borrow? Less or less? Look, look or watch? Low or short? Man, humanity or people? Maybe, or maybe? Maybe, or maybe? Nearest or next? Never or not... Ever? Nice
or cute? No doubt or no doubt? No, or not? These days, these days or today? Open or open? Opportunity or opportunity? Against or in front of us? Others, others, others or others? From or from here? A permit or a permit? Man, people or people? Take or pick up? Play or play? Politics, politics, politics or politics? Price or reward? Principle or principle? Quiet
or completely? Rise up or stand up? Do you remember or do you remember? Right or right? Rob or steals? Say or say? This or this? Sometimes or sometime? Sound or noise? Talk or talk? - What is this? There, theirs or are they? To or to? Wait or wait? Wake up or wake up? Is it worth it or is it worth it? Nouns, pronouns, and nouns define nouns nouns
nouns One another, each other, everyone, everyone, everywhere No one, no one, nothing, nothing one and one is the Pronouns: indefinitely (-body, -one, -something, -where) Pronouns: one, you, we, they Pronouns: personal (me, me, him, they, etc.) Pronouns: possess (mine, mine, yours, yours, etc.) Pronouns: reflexive (myself) Pronouns , myself, etc.)
Questions: questions (what, who) Relative pronouns Someone, someone, something, somewhere that quantitative measures a little all or At least, at least a little, a little, a little, a few, a few, a few lots, much more, at most, most, many, many, many, many: quantitative measures no, none of very few some and any questions, any questions, when, When who
who , Whom Whole, whose unpresretive nouns Equipment Equipment Progress Information Things time prepositions and particles , sentences and clauses for words, clauses and sentences such as and as expressions such as ... As if and as long as as as as (as) as comparing and contrasting conditional conditions and wishing to connect words and
expressions questions and negative sentences relative clauses communicate speech anyway and never with expectation, hope, think, etc. highlighting and down to downtoners Exclamations Hedges (just) Hyperbole functions numbers Area: length, width, depth and height Number of people and places speaking types of English (formal, informal, etc.) Useful
phrases writing Verbs verbs
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